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“
“

WE WANT A SOCIETY IN WHICH  
REFUGEES AND ASYLUM SEEKERS  
ARE WELCOME, RESPECTED, SAFE,  
AND IN WHICH WE CAN FLOURISH 
AND ACHIEVE OUR FULL POTENTIAL.



CEO Report 
Ramesh Fernandez 

Welcome to the RISE official annual report 2012/13. Firstly, we would like to acknowledge the traditional owners of this 
land and displaced refugees and asylum seekers all around the world. 
 
RISE: Refugees, Survivors and Ex-Detainees is a not-for-profit incorporated association. RISE is the first refugee and 
asylum seeker welfare and advocacy organisation in Australia to be run by refugees, asylum seekers, and ex-detainees; 
as such, we view those who seek assistance from RISE as members, not “clients”.
 
RISE exists to enable refugees and asylum seekers to build new lives by providing advice, engaging in community 
development, enhancing opportunities, and campaigning for refugee rights. RISE advocates on its members’ behalf  
to improve refugee/asylum-seeker policies and to generate positive social change in respect to attitudes  
impacting refugees.
 
Furthermore RISE settlement service coupled with our music and arts projects seek to address the various barriers to 
successful settlement and empower refugee and asylum seeker communities to be active participants in wider society.
 
RISE creates innovative and tailored projects to address the various barriers faced by refugees and asylum seekers.  
All our services are informed by the knowledge, experiences and expertise we bring as refugees, asylum seekers and 
ex-detainees, and are constructed after extensive community engagement and due diligence.
 
What makes RISE unique and successful is that our projects are informed by our knowledge, experiences and expertise. 
Many of our workers experienced the difficulties of settling in Australia and have in-depth knowledge of the political, 
legal, social, and community welfare system in Australia.
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WELCOME TO THE  
RISE ANNUAL REPORT 
2012/2013

2012/2013



Personally it was a great pleasure yet 
again to be part of the RISE community 
and I take enormous sense of pride 
looking at the organisation’s growth over 
the last three years. This year we began 
with 250+ registered members and 
currently we have over 1000 members 
that have registered with RISE in order 
to access services and to gain advocacy 
and support services. After the Labor 
party announced the refugee policy 
August 2012 and with it, the introduction 
of the bridging visas without work and 
study rights, this doubled our work loads. 

During the last financial year we had over 500 asylum 
seekers who required service assistance who were 
referred to us by DIAC subcontracted agencies; 
companies who receive large funding from the 
government, to access our ill funded services having. We 
noticed that most of their cases were ill managed and not 
given proper support services. The addition of such as 
large amount of people eventually affected daily functions 
of our organisation. In an average day we had over 200 
asylum seekers walking into RISE to access foodbank 
and materials aids as consequences of this. As a result 
of this RISE faced enormous pressures as we have little 
funding to cover not only our existing work load but also 
the additional work load given to us from the government 
subcontract organisations who shift some of their 
responsibilities onto us.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This year we had opened two foodbanks services in two 
different locations in Clayton and Werribee with the help 
of Mirant hub and the Monash University. During the last 
financial year, the most accessed services were material 
aids, foodbank, resume clinic and advocacy assistance. 
With having a little pool of volunteers who aid  us in 
trying to support as many people as we can who come 
to access our services but around March – May, we were 
forced to pause this project due to the increasing number 
of people were coming to RISE was none-stop and 
recommenced in June.  

In 2012/13 having minimum fundings, 
RISE has delivered some important 
services, workshops and projects for the 
community this is includes 

•  Election awareness campaign “stop the rot”,  

•  Food pantry and winter appeal 

•  Resume clinics, 

•  ESL classes, 

•  advocacy and welfare supports 

•  Anti-racism workshops, 

•  Art and music workshops,  

•  Material aids. 
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CEO REPORT 
RAMESH FERNANDEZ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keeping our self-remind of global displaced refugees over 43 million around the world, RISE is hoping to continue 
its works for its community 2014. A final thanks to the entire community of volunteers, board of directors, advisory 
committee, donors, and most importantly all the people who believe in RISE and its growth.

Finally, throughout the financial year of 2012/2013, RISE ran over 10 projects/workshops and offered over 15 support 
services and advocacy programs with limited fundings. This could not been happened without the refugee and asylum 
seekers community in Australia and dedicated volunteers.     

For those sisters, brother and families: one day we all will find a land of peace without oppression.  

“
“

 THE RISE VISION IS RUN BY MANY 
DEDICATED MEMBERS IN THE 
COMMUNITY TO CREATE A SAFER 
SPACE FOR THE COMMUNITY AND I’M 
HUMBLED BY ALL THE INDIVIDUALS 
WHO HAVE DEMONSTRATED A 
STRONG COMMITMENT AN AMAZING 
CONTRIBUTION TO ACHIEVE THIS.



RISE is like no other organisation in 
Australia, an exemplary framework 
of community empowerment as an 
organisation run and governed by asylum 
seekers, refugees and ex-detainees. 
Our community have been politicised, 
racialised and our narratives continuously 
defined by others- this makes RISE’s 
presence in Australia not only unique  
but imperative. 

Over the past eight months RISE has seen an increase in 
the number of individuals accessing our Support Services,  
with asylum seekers on Bridging Visas released into the 
community without study and work rights. In order to 
cope, RISE focused on addressing the following needs: 
housing, education and training, material aids, foodbank, 
advocacy/casework support and an orientation program 
that enables refugees to navigate Australian society with 
increased skill and ability. RISE has focused on these 
specifically, having categorised these needs as ones that 
once addressed provide a means towards empowerment.

This year was an election year, which meant a particularly 
challenging one- considering the last time we had an  
election refugee’s and asylum seekers were shamelessly 
used as political currency.  As the 2013 campaign 
developed we heard recycled policy announcements, from 
the Malaysian to the PNG Solution and re-runs of ‘stop 
the boats’ slogans. RISE actively prepared and responded 
by initiating its STOP THE ROT awareness campaign, 
which saw a strategic push to challenge the myths within 
Australia’s popular discourse. The campaign spanned 
across all portfolios and included regular media presence 
and social media updates.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This, along with RISE’s overall 2013 program, further 
demonstrated our projects as practical extensions of 
RISE’s organisational aims, values and visions. We saw 
the delivery of the highly successful Anti-Racism Training, 
with the team being invited by Darebin City Council to 
conduct follow up workshops. The RISE Resource Library 
hosted writer Teju Cole, who read from his latest book 
and participated in a Q&A session. We welcomed back 
the Driving Program and saw our Foodbank expand to 
Monash University. We also continued our advocacy 
campaign to stop mandatory detention, in addition to 
STOP THE ROT. RISE ‘s arts portfolio also saw an 
expansion with its first major arts exhibition, a theatre 
performance at the Fringe Festival and storytelling 
workshops in collaboration with Chicago’s 2nd Story- all 
this whilst also continuing our successful cypher hip hop 
project. Overall, this year was one of struggle yet strength, 
challenges yet celebration.  

The scope of RISE’s work could not have been realised 
without the continued support, dedication and passion 
of our volunteers. We now have over 250+ volunteers 
working on RISE’s various projects across all portfolios.

This coming year, we will no doubt continue to face 
challenges in the aftermath of the election.  Despite this, 
RISE will continue to work, learn, develop and express in 
solidarity with our community.
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Number of members access RISE’s project and services since its inception
(2010-2013)   

 

Members/ 
Participants 

Driving Project (practical and theory) 312
Education services (workshops/tutoring program) 368
Employments 420
Foodbank 502
Housing services/materials needs  (Housewares and furnitures) 498
Legal Support/Advocacy services 311
Located Housing 242
Music & arts (workshops/ festivals /events )  800+
Other (medical / maternity package/ special needs and etc. ) 101
Recreational/Excursions 501
Advocacy campaigns  28

19 - 10

20 - 30

31 - 40

41 - 50

51+ 

36%47%

3% 3% 11%

RISE’s advocacy portfolio seeks to promote social change through engaging with various bodies to: advocate for  
refugee rights; educate the community; advance appropriate refugee policies and encourage balanced and accurate 
media coverage of refugee issues. 
 
The aim of the advocacy team is to generate positive political and social change in respect to attitudes and policies 
impacting the refugee community.
 
RISE advocacy addresses issues around refugee and asylum seekers. Through this portfolio we advocate and consult 
on behalf of refugees and asylum seekers with the aim of improving the refugee settlement process and general national 
policies in dealing with refugees.  
 
 
RISE advocacy looks at issues to tackle improvement in the following areas:
 

RISE ADVOCACY PORTFOLIO 
 

RISE MEMBERS 
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•  Refugee welfare system
•  Detention policies
•  Offshore Processing
•  Refugee social system
•  Under servicing faced by refugees
•  Education provided to refugees

36%

11%

3%
3%

47%

 

19 - 10

20 - 30

31 - 40

41 - 50

51+ 



Our members who are all seeking protection from serious harm or threats to their life are currently faced with a system 
that is averse to facilitating a fair and humane assessment of asylum claims.  Asylum seekers and refugees in Australia 
face a punitive system of mandatory detention with a budget of about $2.5 billion over the year.  This is what our small, 
unfunded advocacy team is up against on a daily basis.
 
Three key changes in government policy in August 2012 also placed enormous pressure on the advocacy team as well 
as all other staff and members of RISE after recommendations made in the Houston report by a panel nominated by 
the government to provide recommendations on refugee policy. The “refugee expert” panel consisted of two military 
personnel and one man working in the field of service provision for refugees.   The recommendation was a “No 
Advantage Policy” to deter people from coming by boat in order to “prevent deaths at sea”.  
 
i. A few who came by boat were detained offshore in Pacific Islands like Nauru and Papua New Guinea while  
           others were released into the community with no work or study rights and not allowed a permanent visa for 5  
 years. As as result of this new policy, we witnessed members in the community on bridging visas struggling to  
 eat, sleeping on the floor without mattresses or blankets, not being allowed to work or study, flooding into our  
 office for emergency support and material aid. This has also been widely reported in media and other NGOs.   
 RISE’s membership jumped from about 200 at the start of 2013 to over 1000 by mid-2013.
 
ii. A mass deportation machine for mainly Sri Lankan asylum seekers, through a process called the “enhanced   
           screening process” where over 1000 asylum seekers were refouled back to their country after just one short  
           interview with an immigration official and no access given to legal representation.
 
iii. Cancellation of access to the humanitarian category of the family reunion program for refugees who arrived by  
           boat to Australia.  RISE has personally witnessed the adverse impact this change has had on the refugee  
           community in Australia, as well as those in source and transition countries. We have witnessed the bitter-sweet  
           consequences of spouses and children who would otherwise have gone through the original family re-union visa  
           application process, giving up hope with this new policy and risking a dangerous boat journey out of desperation  
 to join loved ones in Australia.  Some have been successful and they have dropped into RISE to share this  
 wonderful news, but we have also had to deal with the news of many more that have drowned or are missing.

ASYLUM SEEKERS AND REFUGEES  
IN AUSTRALIA 

Despite constant changes and pressures from anti-refugee government policies, we continued to persevere with more 
structural improvements in our advocacy work and will continue to do so into the future. To date RISE does not have 
a full-time paid staff-member or a full-time administrative assistant in our office. Emergency calls that involve life-and-
death situations which are a dominant aspect of refugee and asylum work have to be prioritised over administrative 
matters for ethical reasons and hence the pace of setting up structures in place has been slow and painstaking over  
the last 3 years. 

 
These changes had to be prioritised to enable us to sustain sudden increases in demand and provide a more reliable 
response to emergency calls as well as improve transparency and accountability.  It was also done with the aim 
of assisting the project-coordinator and RISE staff to delegate tasks more easily to the advocacy volunteers. Most 
importantly we lost the skilled and knowledgeable volunteer co-ordinator of the IMR Judicial review project from the 
previous year due an increase in her personal commitments. This created a significant gap in knowledge and skill and 
forced a revaluation of our targets and objectives.

 
The main steps taken to adjust to these changes and at the same time enable  
improvements in this area during this period were:
 
i/  Reduction of number of new cases so better resourced organisations would be forced to pick up the slack,  
           though with the exponential increase in the number of members people dropping into RISE, the reduction has not   
           been significant. We have averaged about 2 new cases a week. 
 
ii/  Temporary suspension in the recruitment of new volunteers until essential structural issues had been addressed    
           even though at the start of the financial year there was just one volunteer.    
 
iii/  Modification of the advocacy toolkit created in 2011 to make it more practical and hands-on since we observed  
           that this tool-kit was not effectively utilised by new volunteers to assist with essential tasks carried out by the    
           team.  This was done by reducing it to information that would assist the team carry-out the most frequent and  
           essential functions in the form of basic templates stored in electronic form. With less information it was also  
           hoped that the toolkit would be easier to update to strengthen and improve the core operations of the  
           advocacy portfolio.
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PRIORITISING STRUCTURAL  
IMPROVEMENTS TO ADVOCACY  
PORTFOLIO



Once a significant proportion of the advocacy tool-kit was completed, two new volunteers became part of the team at 
the end of 2012.  The Volunteers were required to come in to RISE, each Friday to be trained and obtain hands on 
supervised experience in advocacy in our drop-in-centre for at least 2-3 months. The grass-roots nature of our work 
means that abstract knowledge of refugee laws and migration theories, while important does not suffice. The volunteers 
were also required to spend at least a day working across portfolios with the Settlement support services team to ensure 
that they gain some practical knowledge of the complexities of migration and settlement and not view our members as 
abstract disconnected “cases” and get a better perspective of RISE as an organisation. These changes have resulted 
in greater engagement; commitment and reliability of volunteers, with these two new volunteers continuing come in to 
assist us, despite heavy work, study and financial commitments-making a significant and positive contribution to our 
advocacy work.  We have also prioritised recruiting and training people of colour and/or refugee background, who are 
under-represented in a number of mainstream NGOs advocating for human rights as well as the judiciary in this country.  
By the end of the financial year we had three volunteers on the team all of whom are people of colour.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The processing of protection visas remain the main concern for those in and outside detention. With more people 
released into the community our drop-in-centre is visited by many seeking assistance in these matters. Asylum seekers 
are dealing with the department of Immigration, and obviously they can afford lawyers from corporate legal firms as well 
as their government solicitors.  We continue our best efforts to compensate for this by providing community connections 
that would assist asylum seekers to get access to volunteers who could provide vital language support and country 
information to support their claims and their visa process.
 
The start of the financial year was marred by the deportation of asylum seeker Mr. X, a victim of torture and persecution, 
despite communication from the UN during his flight to Sri Lanka asking the Australian government to stop the 
deportation- the UN communication was in response to a submission made by our advocacy team after he was forcibly 
put on the flight back to Sri Lanka. Mr. X already had legal representation and a number of advocates outside RISE 
assisting in his asylum claim as well. This brought home the fact that there was poor co-ordinated support from the legal 
profession itself for anti-deportation work with the burden placed on poorly resourced volunteer-organisations such as 
RISE who have no lawyers or migration agents. If RISE was able to achieve such a response from the UN how much 
more could organisations with more resources achieve if they had the same level of commitment as our staff  
tand volunteers?

TRAINING AND CO-ORDINATION OF  
ADVOCACY VOLUNTEERS 

This has been a significant challenge due to the fact that many are detained offshore in Christmas Island, held in  
isolation, given limited or no access to information about refugee advocacy groups, and denied access to legal  
services before being forcibly deported. According to advice we have been given by legal experts, deportation can only 
be stopped once someone provides written authority for a legal representative to act, and from a political point of view,  
a person can be deported most easily by force if others know nothing about their existence.  This explains how the  
governmenmanaged to deport over 1000 mostly Sri Lankan asylum seekers by stealth during the last financial period.  
 
Among those who have contacted our organisation directly we have managed to stop over 100 screened out asylum 
seekers from being deported. Furthermore, we assisted in organising a more co-ordinated system with community legal 
organisations, advocates from for instance the Tamil community and other refugee advocates nation-wide which has 
stopped even more deportations.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RISE also welcomed a timely proposal by a private legal firm, just after Mr. X’s deportation to start a project where they 
would work with refugee advocates across the country to provide co-ordinated legal support for asylum seekers who 
arrived by boat whose cases were rejected before complementary protection laws were introduced in March 2012.  
This work with various organisations and community advocates across the country has helped stop the deportations of 
dozens of asylum seekers and renewed their chances of being protected from the dangers they face if refouled to their 
country.   Individual pro-bono lawyers as well as community legal centres also began assisting with these sorts of cases 
which have thankfully resulted in many positive outcomes. 
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CO-ORDINATED RESPONSE TO THE  
“SCREENING OUT” AND DEPORTATION  
OF MAINLY SRI LANKAN REFUGEES:

ASSISTANCE WITH IMMIGRATION VISA  
ISSUES AND ACCESS TO LEGAL SERVICES 

CO-ORDINATED RESPONSE TO  
COMPLEMENTARY PROTECTION  
CASES FOR MAINLY SRI LANKAN  
AND AFGHAN ASYLUM SEEKERS: 

We have managed to stop at  
least 20 people from being  

deported through these  
legal channels.



Other actions taken by us to prevent or stop deportation include ensuring that people are still in the immigration process 
by assisting them to access services that enable them to lodge to court on time and seek a judicial review of their cases.  
Most asylum seekers are unable to pay private lawyers to represent them at court for a judicial review of their rejected 
claims.  They have to seek assistance from pro-bono lawyers and community legal centres, and the funding pool for 
these legal centres has reduced further this financial year. The advocacy team has managed to convince lawyers to 
re-assess cases after spending time with asylum seekers and ensuring they understand the reasons their claims were 
rejected using volunteers from the community who speak their language enabling asylum seekers themselves to pick 
some errors and contradictions in the decision.   
 
About 5 cases during the last financial period were successful after re-referral back to lawyers in this way. Over the 
financial year we would have assisted about 50 asylum seekers to access services that enable them to lodge to court  
on time.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Advocacy in this area started in 2010 and we began to see significant developments in 2013. One of them was a 
judgement by the High court in November 2012 that refugee ‘M47’ should not be denied a protection visa due to 
his adverse ASIO assessment.  RISE submitted an open letter to the Minister of Immigration and Citizenship with a 
comprehensive summary of the arguments in the case, urging the government to release M47 and all other refugees 
with adverse ASIO assessments. We did not receive any reply from the Minister. The other outcome of governmental 
advocacy in co-ordination with a number of NGOs and individual advocates in Australia is the introduction of an 
independent review process for adverse ASIO refugees by retired judge Margaret Stone. However, even with M47 
still not released after the High court judgement, 27 adverse ASIO refugees in the Melbourne Immigration Transit 
Accommodation went on hunger strike for a few days in April 2013.  In May 2013 and June 2013 two families with 
adverse ASIO assessments were released after ASIO overturned their assessment without a review by Margaret Stone.  
This is the first group that has been released since our work started. With most of these refugees still in detention our 
work is still not complete.

JUDICIAL REVIEW CASES:

We continued to use the internet and social media (Twitter, Facebook, the RISE blog and our email list) to disseminate 
campaign alerts, media releases and analysis of policy to raise public awareness and increase support for some of 
these issues. tThe hunger strike by adverse ASIO refugees in April 2013 in particular received international coverage by 
for example the BBC after we contacted international media outlets. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In addition to the open letter to the Minister of Immigration and Citizenship asking for the release of M47, we continue to 
write letters on behalf of individual members to government bodies. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Due to the significant demands placed on us with more asylum seekers in the community living below the poverty line 
without work or study rights as mentioned previously in our report, visits to the detention centres dropped significantly.  
We did continue to conduct visits when urgent assistance to pick up or drop important documents from legal  
representatives to stop deportations in some cases and for more routine court cases or immigration hearings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The refugee issue is a global issue-not just a regional or national issue. For this reason we continue to work closely 
with diaspora organisations as well as NGOs in other countries.  Country information is also obtained from these links 
to assist with asylum claims. We have also helped families overseas link with International Committee of the Red Cross 
(ICRC) in Australia to find trace relatives. 
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CAMPAIGNING WORK:

REFUGEES WITH ADVERSE ASIO  
ASSESSMENTS: 

GOVERNMENTAL ADVOCACY:  

DETENTION WORK:

OTHER WORK:



The support services portfolio seeks to address the critical 
needs of the asylum seeker and refugee community.  
Our portfolio provides assistance in housing, employment, 
education and welfare services. This portfolio exists to 
assist people from refugee backgrounds because of 
the challenges they face as they re-settle in Australia. 
The difficulties refugees and asylum seekers face is 
as a consequence of their pre-arrival experiences and 
sometimes related experiences in mandatory detention. 
This is particularly true for refugees, who may have 
experienced poverty, may be suffering the effects of 
torture and trauma, may have little or no English language 
or literacy skills, or may have experienced prolonged 
stays in refugee camps or immigration detention.

Through RISE’s research and ongoing community 
consultation we have learned that many people from 
refugee backgrounds need urgent support in the areas 
of health, affordable accommodation, education, legal 
assistance and employment. In order to cope with this 
large number of individuals accessing the Support 
Services project, RISE has categorised these needs as 
ones that, when addressed, will empower the individual 
(housing, employments, materials aids, foodbank, 
education and training).

To address these issues, RISE has developed the RISE 
Support Services project with the primary aim to fill the 
gap and provide people from refugee backgrounds with 
comprehensive and empathetic services that address 
their settlement needs, while maintaining a sense of 
cultural awareness and sensitivity. RISE has grown from 
assisting 250 individuals in October 2012 to about 700 
in June 2013. The majority of the members we provide 
assistance to fall into the category of asylum seekers who 
are released to the community on different sub-classes of 
bridging visas. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our members have sought support through the RISE 
Support Services project. This year RISE’s Support 
Services has continued to provide employment assistance 
in the shape of providing a resume clinic twice a week. 
The clinic provided assistance in interview, resume 
and job searches/applications skills. This clinic that 
assisted 385 RISE members was run and maintained 
mainly by volunteers from the refugee community. 
RISE’s employment services follows our ethos of aiming 
empower the individual participants so that they may 
better stand on their own two feet, rather than merely 
‘assist’ or ‘help’ them. RISE understands from its ongoing 
work with refugees that this is the best formula for working 
as part of the refugee community.

Housing was another one of our projects. Throughout 
the year we provided assistance to 104 RISE members. 
The assistance was in the form of finding places to lease, 
assistance in filling out rental applications and contacting 
agents on behalf of members. 

The existence of RISE’s support services portfolio is 
important to the refugee and asylum seeker community. 
Especially as traditional service providers lack sufficient 
capacity and a holistic approach to address these needs 
sufficiently. Many of RISE’s support service clients come 
to us after being turned away by traditional government 
funded service providers. They often fall between the 
cracks of Australia’s rigid resettlement framework and 
are lumbering in a life of destitution and impoverishment. 
Thus this project is of extreme importance.

SUPPORT SERVICE PORTFOLIO

RISE has created a drop-in centre for both adults 
and young people from refugee and asylum seeker 
backgrounds to access our social and education services. 
The drop-in centre provides social opportunities for newly 
arrived migrants and refugees to meet and create social 
networks through our programming. At the drop-in centre, 
members can access the RISE library and are able to 
participate in organised recreational activities. 

The drop-in centre offers services such as: education 
mentoring, music, computer access, drama workshops,  
poetry workshops and visual arts workshops. These focus 
on broad themes which allow participants the opportunity 
to explore creative outlets (including poetry and creative 
writing) as well as to celebrate and share their various 
cultures. In addition, the participants can share a 
residential workshop, or if this is not possible, an end-of-
workshop social gathering to display their work.  

Participants are able to work towards achieving Young 
People’s Arts Awards and become involved in public 
performance and exhibitions. These outlets are used 
to showcase participants’ work, improve their self-
confidence, and celebrate their achievements. Some 
participants in the project will go on to develop skills as 
facilitators and workshop leaders. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The social network created around the RISE drop-in 
centre is a core part of the project. It has increased  
inter-cultural awareness and provides opportunities 
for social interaction. Drop-in centres provide food 
and a place to play games and meet people, but more 
importantly, it serves as a safe-haven for migrant and 
refugee youth to be themselves. The social and familial 
element is as important as the arts and education 
activities. It creates a sense of belonging and  
community membership.
 
RISE also runs ESL classes for refugees and asylum 
seekers. RISE’s ESL program is staffed by certified  
ESL instructors, fills a gap in the community and 
complements other programs available in RISE’s 
education and training portfolio, thereby providing 
pathway options for successful students. 
 
 
In addition, the RISE drop-in centre has provided a central 
hub for the refugee community. The refugee community 
is dispersed throughout the regional and metropolitan 
areas of Melbourne. There are not many centres where 
refugees and asylum seekers can gather in one place. 
The RISE drop-in centre has facilitated such opportunities 
and encouraged interpersonal skill developments through 
art and recreation. 
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DROP IN CENTRE

       The ultimate aim of the program is to:
 
• Empower refugees who in turn can give back to the community;

• Provide educational, artistic, advocacy and mentoring workshops 

• Assist refugees and asylum seekers in becoming more self-sufficient and therefore less reliant on  
    government  welfare. 



The RISE Driving Project was run and facilitated by a 
diverse range of refugee community volunteers and 
driving school instructors. We had excellent outcomes 
in both groups; “L” and “P” plates, in 2012 wherein we 
had over 320 participants who showed interest. In 2010 
the driving program supported 60 participants who 
successfully finished the program; in 2011, 50 participants 
finished the program successfully; and in 2012 we 
had 52 participants gain their driving licences (L and P 
plates). Within the last three years since we began the 
project, 162 participants have successfully gained their 
driving licence with us. Of these, 80% were women and 
50% of them were single mothers. We have covered 
168 suburbs. Each person selected for practical driving 
instruction received over 40 lessons, including 20 more 
lessons given by volunteers, including those from the 
Driving School. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In addition, we conducted “L” programs at the RISE 
Drop-In Centre, thanks to the help of several refugee 
community volunteers. The volunteers used RISE 
computers and materials from Vic Roads to conduct 
the classes. Also, we developed a toolkit consisting of 
exercises relating to road rules and reckless driving. The 
“Learners” program provided the theoretical component 
of driving lessons, designed to assist participants to pass 
the Learner’s Permit test. Finally, the project addressed 
the needs and concerns of the local community regarding 
road safety, drink driving and existing road rules. 
 
The “P” program driving lessons took place over 168 
suburbs. Driving School instructors picked up the 
participants from their homes and took them for 40-minute 
driving lessons once a week. These practical lessons 
included both auto and manual systems, and took place in 
the CBD, nearby suburbs and freeways.  
 

DRIVING PROJECT
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IMPACT OF RISE DRIVING PROJECT 2012/2013 

IN 2013 WE ARE  
SUPPORTING AROUND 52  

PARTICIPANTS ONCE AGAIN. 

• Promoted personal skills training wherein participants  

          gained confidence. 

• Prevented hazardous driving and accidents and promoted  

  safe driving. 

• Enabled refugees and asylum seekers to access opportunities such   

 as employment and education. 

• Encouraged voluntary participation and promoted leadership  

 within the refugee community. 

• Increased social inclusion and community connection. 

• Provided an example to other driving programs to implement similar  

 strategies and planning. 

• Increased awareness about road safety. 

• Increased social inclusion and community empowerment of people  

 from refugee backgrounds and  

 asylum seekers. 

• Supported people from refugee backgrounds and asylum seekers  

 to have greater mobility. 

• Identified barriers and referred service users to programs,  

 community services and training that best assist them to find jobs. 

• Shared knowledge and information with other organisations to  

 implement similar projects. 

• Helped to meet gaps and respond to new needs as they arose. 

• Provided long-term benefits. 

WHAT WE ACHIEVED 



RISE educational programs were established to create opportunities for refugees and asylum seekers to meet their 
educational needs by offering them a space to study, establishing educational components, as well as providing advice 
and personalised guidance about the various computer, literacy, and education pathways available. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RISE’s tutoring program for refugees and asylum seekers fills a gap in the community – utilising the skills of volunteers 
and qualified teachers to improve the language skills of students with basic knowledge of English. This pre-intermediate 
program allows students to reach a language level enabling them to interact effectively with the wider Australian society; 
and in turn allow improved prospects for obtaining employment and/or undergoing further study.

RISE is a grassroots organisation that works closely with refugee and asylum seeker communities, and our language 
program was accordingly designed in consultation with community leaders and experienced English teachers. Our 
organisation is unique, in that it is run by refugees, for refugees. We see this as a positive method to empower the 
communities affected, and to achieve our goals in meeting the needs of refugees/asylum seekers.
 
Every Saturday we offer language classes from 10.30am to 12.30pm, with each session holding around 15-20 students 
and 5 volunteers. Each volunteer works with a small group of students to encourage active participation and interaction 
between students. Classes utilise the AMES “Good Better Best” and Headway series as supplementary texts. Each 
session has a lesson plan focused on a single grammar component and accompanying vocabulary list, and various 
exercises involving speaking, reading and writing. We use a wide range of creative teaching methods including games, 
pictures, problem solving and group discussions. The program also endeavours to have a “real life” focus, so that 
students are better equipped to navigate through day to day activities such as banking and shopping.   

Furthermore, we use bilingual learning supplements such as dictionaries, overseas educational materials and books 
from the RISE resource library. Every student is able to become a member of the RISE resource library, allowing them to 
borrow books and CDs and they are encouraged to use this material to learn at home.  
 
Feedback is an important component in ensuring the students’ needs are met. Surveys and regular feedback and 
comments from volunteers and students are taken to continue to improve the program. 
Students who attend regularly have demonstrated improvement in both spoken and written English and show a keen 
interest in continuing their English education. The Tutoring Program has been widely received by RISE members and is 
enjoyed by both students and volunteers. 

RISE EDUCATION PORTFOLIO 
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RISE ESL/TUTORING

PROJECT PRIMARY AIMS:

• TO PROVIDE FREE TUTORING FOR ASYLUM 

SEEKERS AND REFUGEES

• TO IMPROVE STUDENTS’ COMMUNICATION SKILLS

• TO ALLOW OPPORTUNITIES FOR INCREASED 

MOBILITY AND COMMUNITY STRENGTHENING

• TO DIRECT MEMBERS TO PATHWAY PROGRAMS 

FOR FURTHER STUDIES



RESISTING RACISM IN VICTORIA

This year, the Resisting Racism in Victoria (RRV) 
project at RISE launched its first series of Anti-Racism 
Training modules for organisations and workers who 
engage or support communities of colour in Victoria. The 
training continues RRV’s commitment to identifying and 
addressing racism, not only in terms of interpersonal 
relationships but also its more subtle and institutional 
manifestations. The modules began in March of this year 
and ran until September which included an additional 
session requested by the City of Darebin for community 
workers and staff based in the Darebin region.  
By September, over 80 participants had completed  
the training.  
 
The training was the first of its kind in Victoria, bringing 
together over ten facilitators, including community 
workers, lawyers, academics and others with significant 
experience in community activism and social justice 
organising, who facilitated sessions discussing how 
racism manifests in various aspects of our lives including 
through Australia’s immigration network, the legal system 
and popular media. The curriculum for the training 
balanced a firm grounding in local histories, theoretical 
analyses, as well as practical, strategising sessions aimed 
at giving participants tools for identifying and addressing 
racism in different contexts. A reader contributed to by 
facilitators and edited by RRV staff was also produced in 
both soft copy and hard copy formats for use 
by participants.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The training coupled with the RISE Resource Library’s 
2013 programming, have seen the Resisting Racism in 
Victoria project to its completion after two years. While it is 
sad that the project is concluding, we are inspired by the 
discussion, action and passion that it provoked in all those 
who participated and organised within it. We’d like to 
thank all the volunteers, facilitators and participants who 
gave their time and energy into making the project such  
a success!
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RISE RESOURCE LIBRARY

This year has been an exciting one for the Resource 
Library, located in the RISE Drop In Centre at 247 
Flinders Lane. We currently have over 180 registered 
members who access the library for its assortment 
of valuable and varied resources. A number of new 
resources were donated to the library from individuals and 
organisations. These donations included several bilingual 
dictionaries which have been of great use to our members 
who are currently enrolled in RISE’s English classes. As 
a result of the contributions we received throughout the 
year, the library’s catalogue has increased to over nine 
hundred resources.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Coinciding with the Melbourne Writers’ Festival, the 
Resource Library ran an intimate event with American 
writer, photographer and art critic, Teju Cole who read 
from his award winning debut novel, Open City and 
engaged RISE members and volunteers in a thoughtful 
discussion on migration, race, suppressed histories and 
truth-telling as an act of love. This event was a wonderful 
way for the Resource Library to round out the year and we 
look forward to expanding our collection and programming 
for 2013-2014!

 
 
 
 
 



SEXUAL HEALTH WORKSHOPS  SHORT COURSES / FOODBANK /  
TRAINING AT MONASH WHOLEFOODS

Wholefoods is a student and worker run not-for-profit 
restaurant at Monash University, Clayton Campus. Part of 
Wholefoods’ platform is to be involved in social awareness 
and campaigns for social change and in this capacity we 
are committed to being an ally of refugees and asylum 
seekers. We aim to support people seeking asylum in 
Australia in their struggle against the unjust and inhumane 
immigration policies of successive federal governments. 
Accordingly, Wholefoods is pleased to announce a new 
partnership with RISE. 
 
There are several potential projects Wholefoods and 
RISE may be developing over the coming months in 
order to help serve the needs of refugee communities as 
determined by those communities. In the first instance 
RISE have identified that they need support with their 
Food Bank program which provides food to those on 
bridging visas and in community detention. A significant 
component to this partnership that that we have wanted 
to engage in is the importance of emphasising solidarity 
and justice, rather than “charity”. We have used this 
relationship as a platform for discussing and bringing 
awareness to the inhumane policies of government, and 
we are looking forward to developing this further next year 
by looking at innovative ways of encouraging students 
and staff to fight for refugee justice.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We have collected food throughout semester and 
distributed it from Wholefoods. We have also raised a little 
over $600 dollars in cash donations for food vouchers 
to be distributed from RISE and for building the project 
next year. One of the aims of the partnership with RISE 
has been addressing issues of social alienation. We have 
had up to twenty people volunteer at Wholefoods and 
participate in the required food safety and OH&S training. 
We have begun English classes through the Registered 
Training Organisation on campus. Next year Wholefoods 
and RISE are looking at ways in which we can develop 
this further, and we are considering the potential of 
expanding this further to include conversation classes and 
other short courses; looking at working with other clubs 
and societies on campus; considering ways of expanding 
the foodbank so that we can distribute food to refugee 
communities in Springvale and Clayton; as well as some 
other exciting options.
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The workshops objective were 
• Four health education sessions relating to sexual health

• Discussions in small groups about topics being presented

• A piece of writing after each session from the students outlining what they have learned

This project predominantly utilised a summative evaluation whereby the students were required to write down what 
they liked about the sessions, what they learned in the sessions and if there was anything they would like to learn in a 
potential future program. Over all the feedback from the students was positive. Many of them said that they appreciated 
the small discussion groups as it created a safe and comfortable environment for them to express feels and/or concerns 
as well as ask questions.
 
After each session, the students were required to create a 500 word piece about what they 
learned as well as any new vocabulary that they came across. 
 
Overall the sessions were successful and both the participants and the facilitators enjoyed taking part. There is  
potential for this program to run again in the future with some minor changes and adjustments. Some important  
points to remember:

• Brief training for facilitators in relation to communicating with ESL students

• Important to have male volunteers

• Teaching aids for anatomy classes

• Small groups worked better

The RISE 2013 sexual health workshops ran over four 
weeks commencing on April 17th and finishing on May 
8th, 2013. The sessions were incorporated into NMIT’s 
YAMEC VCAL course and run for a number of migrants 
and refugees, many of which have been residing in 
Australia for less than a year. For this reason, all of the 
students were of ESL backgrounds and had very diverse 
cultural backgrounds; many of them had not had any 
prior sexual health knowledge before the beginning of 
this program.  
 
Over four weeks, topics that were covered included 
reproductive anatomy, pregnancy, contraception and 
STIs, sex and the media, stereotypes and sex and the 
law which covered sexual consent, sexual violence and 
current Victorian laws. 
 

Each student was given a worksheet booklet that had 
class activities as well as some homework tasks. At the 
end of each class, the students were required to write 
500 words or so about that day’s session, these were 
collected by the teacher and read by the facilitators at the 
beginning of the next session. 
 
The sessions had a total of eight volunteers, five females 
and three males, which included doctors, medical 
students and a PhD student who assisted at different 
sessions and brought professionalism and expertise to 
their roles. 



The aim of RISE music and arts project is to reduce social 
isolation within the refugee community and help youth  
re-engage into wider society through various forms of 
artistic expression. Furthermore, our music and arts 
projects act as a medium for us to engage with the wider 
community through events and festivals that showcase 
the various talents and cultural assets refuges possess. 

 
 
The RISE Cypher Project established a recording space 
for the youth involved and the space will be utilised to 
record music by members of RISE Refugees. Through 
the Hip Hop Cipher we’ve created our own studio, which 
is cost free for members of RISE to access. RISE’s 
music recording studio is a facility for the community 
to learn how to record their own songs as well as 
sound production, beat making, mastering, and audio 
mixing. The RISE hip-hop Cypher project; facilitated by 
established artists, provides an atmosphere that allows 
participants to freely express themselves. 

The Cypher workshop ran every Saturdays for 4hrs and 
it currently an ongoing initiative that teaches participants 
the fundamentals in music production, song writing, beat 
making and self-expression. These workshops were 
facilitated by two local artists and two sound engineers.  

The RISE recording studio was created for the youth of 
the refugee and asylum seeker community to support their 
creative skills and visions. Further the RISE recording 
studio will continuously give opportunities to isolated and 
underserviced young artists to express themselves to 
develop their music and industry skills.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The project has provided young people with the 
opportunity to creatively express themselves, their 
ideas, and perspectives in a positive and supportive 
environment.  Members are granted free access to the 
RISE studio and workshops at no cost. The project 
further allowed young people to find a career in the music 
industry by working closely with established artists, and 
fellow aspiring musicians to build networks and develop 
friendships.
  
The project has allowed us to create a recording space 
which benefits youth in the long term for their music 
careers by using it to record and make beats as well as 
access mentoring.  

The song writing process has given participants an 
opportunity for self-expression and reflection, thereby 
giving a voice to their experience. The process of creative 
self-representation, while producing music will develop 
self-esteem and confidence for those youth who have lost 
focus and direction. 

The project has also reduced social isolation of refugees 
in the community and helped the youth re-engage 
through art projects. Additionally it has provided important 
information relating to social issues which affect the daily 
lives of young people, particularly those from migrant and 
refugee backgrounds. The project has been successful in 
increasing the artists’ sense of self-worth by empowering 
them with the skills and knowledge to develop their 
creative identity.

We’ve also been able to host international guests who’ve 
run workshops to assist members in producing their own 
music, and providing knowledge and experience from 
their time in the industry. 

MUSIC AND ARTS PORTFOLIO 
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CYPHER PROJECT   



PERFORMANCE STORYTELLING WORKSHOPS  SOME OF THE POSITIVE FEEDBACK INCLUDED:
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RISE delivered its first storytelling workshops in 2013, in partnership with Chicago’s 2nd Story who deliver unique 
storytelling experiences that provoke and challenge. The workshops were a facilitated introduction to performance 
storytelling, a movement sweeping the US.

Performance storytelling is a combination of page, stage and sound that takes a personal narrative and workshops it 
through literary techniques, then molds these into high-quality performance monologue pieces. At the conclusion of 
the workshop participants had the option of recording their finished pieces at RISE’s Recording studio and going on to 
perform the pieces at RISE’s Fringe Festival Show HiRISE.

The workshops were open to RISE members and people of refugee, asylum seeker and migrant backgrounds.  
People of colour were also encouraged to attend.  

PHASE 1
The 3 hour introduction workshop was facilitated by RISE’s Arts Director, Tania Canas and 2nd Story Programming 
Director, Bobby Biedrzycki.  The workshop was free of charge.
Participants had arrived from various suburbs, including North Melbourne, Footscray, Springvale and Rowville.  
There were 11 participants in total (not including the two facilitators)

PHASE 2
The second phase involved one-on-one mentorship with RISE’s Arts Director and 2nd Story Programming Director.   
This phase was completely voluntary and upon request from participants that expressed interest to do so.
A total of 5 (from the 11 participants) requested phase two of the project, with translators organized when requested. 

PHASE 3
Phase three was also voluntary and upon request. Participants had the option of recording their pieces at RISE’s 
recording studio. Three participants went onto record.

There was also an opportunity open for participants to also go on and perform their pieces live as part of HiRISE, RISE’s 
Fringe show. We are currently in the process of working out who would like to go onto this phase.

• 11 participants involved in the workshop

• 5 one-on-one mentorship sessions delivered with Programming Director of 2nd Story and RISE’s Arts Director

• Possibility of 1-2 going on to be involved with the Fringe Festival show

“
“

 GREAT JOB! I WANT TO DO MORE OF THIS 
IN THE FUTURE PLEASE... I WILL INVITE 
MORE OF MY FRIENDS NEXT TIME TOO

“
“

IT WAS A REALLY GREAT EXPERIENCE AND 
I FELT BOBBY TOOK GOOD CARE TO MAKE 

IT A SAFE, NURTURING SPACE. THANK YOU 
FOR ORGANISING THIS.



FORUM THEATRE FOR SOCIAL CHANGE  
WORKSHOPS

The Forum Theatre for Social Change workshop was 
the first joint initiative between Victoria University 
and RISE Refugee.  The workshops were geared 
towards undergraduate and post graduate community 
development, social work and performing arts students.

Workshops involved interactive theatre games and 
techniques which were developed into short scenes. 
Delivered by Tatiana Grasso, a highly experienced 
facilitator trained in Brazil and France, with over 15 
years of practical work with disenfranchised communities. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Forum Theatre is a theatrical form developed as part 
of Theatre of the Oppressed, by Augusto Boal- a 
Brazilian theatre practitioner and community activist who 
developed the form to empower communities through 
creative expression, critical thinking and dialogue. Highly 
influenced by Paulo Freire’s Pedagogy of the Oppressed, 
the form explores power dynamics. In Boal’s theatre the 
audience are not passive spectators but rather invited to 
intervene onstage, to break the cycle of oppression. 

UNSEEN HABITATION 
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Unseen Habitation was an exhibition that showcased 
the extraordinary talents of nine contemporary artists of 
colour. A site-specific show situated in the old laundry 
of the Royal Women’s Hospital. Unseen Habitation 
examined how communities reconstructed their place in 
City of Melbourne. The artists involved put forth some of 
the most challenging and thought provoking works seen 
of late. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The project was not a request for works, it came from 
the need to present high quality art works not restrained 
by the burden of being a migrant or refugee or asylum 
seeker—which implies the artistic outcome is more 
amateur or art therapy. The arts industry required artists 
to fund their own professional output. 
 
Everyone involved appreciated connecting and receiving 
ideas and sharing skills and developing the show to make 
it their own. 

“
“

BECAUSE IT ENABLES US TO LOOK AT THE 
WORLD THROUGH SOMEONE ELSE’S EYES AND 

LEARN ABOUT THE THINGS WE CAN’T SEE. 
IRIS RADOVIC

“
“

I THINK THE SKILLS I HAVE LEARNT MAY BE 
USEFUL IN MY FUTURE CAREER ASPIRATIONS 

WORKING WITH YOUNG PEOPLE. 

THE DURATION OF THE WORKSHOP WAS 8 HOURS IN TOTAL, DELIVERED OVER 2 
DAYS AT THE PRICE OF $100 PER STUDENT, INCLUDING 2 FULLY SUBSIDISED  
PLACES. 50% OF PROFITS WENT DIRECTLY TO SUPPORT RISE’S ARTS PROGRAM.



• Saturday 15 December 2012: The main Festival day ran from 1pm to 8pm and involved artists from a variety of  
 different backgrounds, predominately refugee, asylum seeker and migrant young people. Artists included Liza  
 Garza (US based artist, Def Poetry Jam / Emmy Award Nominated), Pataphysics, Lady Lash and The Band  
 of Gypsies, Dexter feat Grrilla Step Krumpers, Massive Hip Hop Choir, Angels Voice Band (from regional town  
 Shepparton), African Street Theatre, Mahindra Bali Gamelan, Robert K Champion, Ras Jahknow Band, DJ  
 Mz Rizk, DJ Sadge and Indian Dance Academy. The day was hosted by award-winning comedy duo Fear of a  
 Brown Planet. Food stalls and a Market Place also contributed to the Festival atmosphere with the Market  
 Place opened up to refugee and migrant women to sell their goods, wares and services. In total, eight stalls were  
 run by women from refugee/asylum seeker and migrant background. Also included in the Market Place were  
 children’s activities, which proved incredibly successful with families. Over 3500 people attended the event with  
 approximately 1500 people in the space at any given time. 
 
• Sunday 16 December 2012: A poetry, music and dance workshop with approximately 10 women from refugee,  
 asylum seeker, migrant and Indigenous Australian backgrounds. The women were all asked to share a  
 performance with the rest of the workshop, which was facilitated by Emmy Award Nominated spoken word poet,  
 musician and jewellery maker Liza Garza. The workshop had a strong intergenerational focus with women in their  
 80s, 50s, 30s, 20s and girls aged 11 to 14. 

• Monday 17 December 2012: A private session was run with the RISE volunteers and close members of the RISE  
 community where US performance artist and RISE Festival guest, Liza Garza, performed and RISE members  
           spoke about the importance of RISE’s work in the community. Close to 30 people attended this session, which  
 was hugely successful and many of the RISE members especially enjoyed this event for its intimacy and  
 opportunity to learn from Liza Garza, our headlining act, and so this event was a particular highlight for them.

RISE FESTIVAL
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In 2012 RISE launched its third annual Festival to celebrate cultural diversity and empower youth from refugee and 
asylum seeker backgrounds. This served as a platform to showcase the valuable artistic talents and cultural assets 
young refugees have to contribute to Australian society, as well as the great project and event management skills of the 
community (the event is run completely by refugee and asylum seeker youth). 

In addition to this, the RISE Emerging Artists Academy involved a series of weekly workshops run during the 6 months 
leading up to the RISE Festival. The two-hour long workshops were consisted of vocal training, confidence building, 
beat-making and song-writing. All graduates of the Emerging Artists Academy will then perform at the RISE 
Festival 2012. 

The RISE Festival 2012, including the Emerging Artists Academy, were addressed the need for refugee and asylum 
seeker youth to build skills, confidence and capacity as well as see public positive images of their community members 
reflected back to themselves, building self-esteem. Conversely, this same public positive image of refugee and asylum-
seeker youth will assist in breaking down barriers between the community and wider Australian society.  

ACTIVITIES: 

The RISE Festival 2012 was expanded from previous years to include other cultural activities to surround the main event 
as outlined below: 

• August 2012 to December 2012: RISE Hip Hop Cypher workshops – every Saturday 10 refugee/asylum seeker  
 and migrant boys and young men worked with two local artists and two sound engineers to learn the  
 fundamentals in music production, song writing, beat making and self-expression. 

• Thursday 13 December 2012: A poetry/music workshop for approximately 35 refugee, asylum seeker and migrant  
 young people with Emmy Award Nominated spoken word poet, musician and jewellery maker Liza Garza. The  
 workshop was framed around concepts of love, respect and empowerment and participants were aged between  
 13 and 30 and of equal gender balance. 

• Friday 14 December 2012: “Diversity on Stage and Screen” - a public performance and screening of works  
 created, produced, performed and directed by young people from refugee, asylum seeker and migrant  
 backgrounds held at ACMI. Two monologues were performed at the event by theatre practitioners from refugee  
 backgrounds, Tania Canas and Dominic Golding, and the short film Fighting for Air was screened - directed  
 by Fatima Mawas and produced by Christina Radburn, both of migrant background. After the stage and screen  
 presentations Indigenous Australian Opera singer, Tiriki Onus, led a panel discussion with the artists and  
 practitioners around the topic of increasing diversity in the performing arts and on film and television. Over 80  
 people attended this event. 
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EMERGENCY RELIEF /  
MATERIAL AIDS 

Food insecurity and hunger are very real problems facing 
refugees and asylum seekers in Australia. The FoodBank 
Pantry at RISE has been running since 2011, and the 
number of people who have accessed this service has 
increased much faster than anticipated. At present we 
have around 700 asylum seekers and refugees registered 
for RISE’s support services and most of them are in 
community detention or are asylum seekers who are on 
bridging visas in need of food and shelter.
 
The RISE Foodbank Pantry provided access to free dry 
food, fruits and vegetables at the RISE drop in centre 
which is open on weekdays from 9am-5pm and Sat  
from 10am-2pm. The aim of the RISE Pantry is to  
provide our members with general access to emergency 
food assistance.
 
As the name suggests, a standardised food box/bag 
pantry prepares standardized packages of food to  
give to RISE members. The main strengths of this  
model are is its “fairness” - every member receives  
more or less the same thing, and the pantry’s ability to 
control the nutritional balance of the food package a 
member receives.

In setting up the RISE foodbank Pantry we recognise 
the limitations of this distribution model. Many of our 
members aren’t standardised and may have special 
needs, food allergies or have diverse religious and other 
dietary restrictions. Likewise many of our members find 
it hard to ask for help, especially when it is for something 
as basic and personal as feeding one’s family or they may 
live in distant locations and find it difficult to commute to 
the RISE drop in centre.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At one stage we had over 200 asylum seekers who 
are mostly on bridging visas without work and study 
rights came to RISE to access our foodbank pantry on a 
Wednesday. During last financial year RISE Foodbank 
pantry have supported over 700 families and adults 
asylum seekers and refugees in Victoria this is including 
dropping food off fortnightly basis to their homes and 
posting food vouchers to their home.  Given there is 
large amount of demand in our RISE Foodbank panty, 
we have expanded it at Monash University (wholefoods) 
and Migrant hub in Werribee which is entirely run by 
volunteers from the community.   

 
 
 
 
 

NEW LAND, NEW LIFE- AN EVENING OF LIVE 
PERFORMANCE, POETRY AND FILM. 
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This Refugee day RISE Refugee and Islamic Council of Victoria (ICV) brought together multiple narratives of 
perseverance, struggle and victories direct from the community. 

The evening began with a screening of New Life, New Land, a twenty minute documentary film that tells the inspiriting 
stories of five refugees from the Horn of Africa, making a new life in a new land. 

The screening was accompanied by live performances:
• Dominic Golding, performed an extract from his published piece Shrimp- which follows his narrative as a child   
 from ‘operation baby lift’
 
• Hip hop spoken word performance
 
• Flemington Theatre Group presented short snippets of their performance:  Black Face, White Mask.  
 The performances were followed by a panel discussion. Panellists included
 
• Nadia Faragaab, Somali Visual Artist
 
• Deng Adut: , a former child soldier from South Sudan how arrived at the age of 18 speaking no English,   
 completed his HSC followed by a Bachelor of Law and currently works as a criminal lawyer.
 
• Idil Abdullahi: who has completed her studies in Fine Arts and is one of Australia’s most promising ceramic artists  
 with regular exhibitions at the Casula Powerhouse Museum where she has a studio
 
• Abdimalik Osman was also on the panel. 

FOODBANK PANTRY



MATERIAL AID RISE WINTER CLOTHING APPEAL

RISE ran its first winter clothing appeal from May until the end of June. The donations were reaching over 500 asylum 
seekers and refugees in the community including adults and kids. Our winter clothing donation appeal ensured that 
people who may have not been able to afford warm clothing were warm last winter. We called for donations of new 
(with tags) or near new coats, jackets jumpers or other winter accessories. We received men’s, women’s and children’s 
clothing in all sizes, and the items were highly beneficial.

Further, as an extension of the Winter Clothing Appeal, RISE called out for Maternity Care Packs due to the increasing 
number of pregnant mothers who were in the community and couldn’t afford to buy baby products. We provided these 
mothers with a newborn baby and maternity package to the value of approximately $132.00 and supported over 10 
mothers.  

With the help of volunteers RISE winter clothing appeal supported over 500 asylum seekers last 
winter across Victoria including:

• Jackets 

• Jumpers

• Blankets 

• Pants and shirts 

• Coats 

• Baby clothes   
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The Labor government created a massive grey area when it introduced the “No Advantage Policy” in August 2012. 
This policy meant that refugees were released to the community without proper supports services. Further, there 
were common instances where asylum seekers had to sleep on the floor in an empty house, had to go without basic 
haberdashery, clothes or money to buy essential goods. In an attempt to address this RISE started its first material aid 
program with the help of a group of volunteers. 

Every weekend RISE volunteers start delivering trucks full of household items to those who were living without furniture, 
kitchenware and electrical goods. After three week we had over 160 asylum seekers walk into the RISE office for similar 
needs so we launched a public appeal to collect household items and deliver them to those mostly in need.  Despite 
not having a warehouse, RISE volunteers managed to deliver the project successfully and supported over 400 asylum 
seekers and 142 households across Victoria with providing materials such as, 

• Fridges

• Beds/Mattresses

• Manchester (Bedding)

• Kitchenware (including pots, crockery, rice cookers, kettles when available)

• Heaters and Fans

• Fridges and TVs 

• Carpets and blankets 

• Cots and prams



RECREATION ACCOUNTS JUNE 2013
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 MC PLATYPUS AND QUEEN  
 KOALA- HIP HOP COMEDY  
 FOR KIDS

 
The main objective of this family excursion was to help 
RISE families form connections with other families as  
well as has the opportunity to enjoy an interactive 
performance together.

RISE had identified that there were cases of social 
and rural isolation in newly settled communities around 
Melbourne. Many of the members have young families 
who they cannot easily transport and take out to enjoy 
family activities and this excursion aimed to give these 
families an enjoyable afternoon. 

There were four volunteers and 22 RISE members; 
including parents and children. All 22 members and four  
volunteers met at the RISE office and a large bus was 
organised to transport everyone to Northcote Town Hall. 
After the show, everyone went back to the bus and MC 
Platypus and Queen Koala came inside the bus to greet 
everyone and take photos.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RISE members were invited by MC Platypus and Queen 
Koala to attend the performance and they organised a 
“Pay it forward” campaign so people who were buying 
tickets for themselves and their children could pay for an 
extra one for a RISE member.

They managed to collect enough tickets for everyone who 
has registered to come, including volunteers.

The excursion was generally a wonderful success.  
The children were singing and dancing and some even 
went on stage. All parents looked happy to see their kids 
enjoy themselves. The performance itself was informative 
and interactive and everyone, including volunteers, 
enjoyed it thoroughly.

FINANCIAL REPORT

Statement of Comprehensive Income for the Year Ending 30 June 2013
2013 2012

$ $
Revenue 203,956        138,689        
Other income 1,278            2,155            
Administration expenses (7,879)           (6,685)           
Occupancy expenses (19,091)         (18,502)         
Project expenses (147,483)       (99,798)         
Other expenses -                (3)                  
Profit before income tax 30,781          15,856          
Income tax expense -                -                
Profit for the year 30,781          15,856          

Total comprehensive income for the year 30,781          15,856          

Statement of Financial Position as at 30 June 2013
2013 2012

$ $
Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents            84,961            55,146 
Other 227                 782 
Total Current Assets 85,188 55,928

Total Assets 85,188 55,928

Current Liabilities
Other 24,381 25,902
Total Current Liabilities 24,381 25,902

Total Liabilities 24,381 25,902

Net Assets 60,807 30,026

Equity
Retained earnings 60,807 30,026
Total Equity 60,807 30,026

6



RISE FINANCIAL POSITION AUDITOR’S REPORT
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2012 20132013201220132012

R.I.S.E Strenghthened its financial position by expanding
its funding base and exhibiting strong cost control.
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+$64K
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$100K
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$147K

$27K

Donations 
Recieved

Funding 
Recieved

Project 
Expenses

Overhead
Expenses

Profit For 
The Year

Other
Revenue



RISE MANAGEMENT  
AND GOVERNANCE.

 TECHNOLOGY AND MARKETING
 
Mohamed Nur
Patrick Donelan
Rakesh Rachamalla

ART WORKS BY 
 
Arlene TextaQueen 
Lauren Zarina Thomas
Design by: Bree Hankinson and Emily Anderson

RISE EDITORS
 
Ross Campbell
Shiyavanthi Johnpillai  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Al Ghazali Center
ANZ Trustees 
Australian Community Foundation
City of Melbourne 
Helen Macpherson Smith Trust
Islamic Council Victoria 
Lord Mayor Charitable 
Melbourne Zoo
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Migrant Hub (Werribee)
RACV Community Foundation
Re-Ross Trust 
Scanlon Foundation
SecondBite 
Sisters of Charity Foundation
Westpac foundation 
Wholefoods Monash 
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 RISE MANAGEMENT 
 
Mathavan Parameswaran 
Mera Sivanesan 
Ramesh Fernandez 
Tania Canas
Tizita Yohannes

 RISE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
 
Asha Glaid
Ayan Shirwa
Belinda Lo 
Chris Francke
Jega Sivanesan 
Waleed Mussa 

Madhuni Kumarakulasinghe
Areej Nur 
Bavati Rameswaralingam 
Daniela Umbalo
Deen Mohamed 
Diirshe Abdullahi 
Dominic Golding 
Elizabeth Flynn
Fadak Alfayadh
Ferial Glaid
Gulius Kogoya
Jayani Nadarajalingam
Jessica Fernandez 
John Deng 
Khaled Alrayes
Korina Leoncio 
Leonor Ordonez
Lydia Chin

Me’ad Assan                               Susan Alfayadh
Mostafa Haroun                          Rieko Uesaki
Naveera Ahmed                          Tatiana Reigota Grasso
Nawal Ali                                     Azja Kulpinska
Niv Siva 
Patrick Marks 
Prasanna Nadarajalingam
Rachael Bongiorno
Rekha Patadiya
Rina Hart 
Sally Saadeldin
Samer Hakim
Shinen Wong
Simon Scott 
Stephanie Bartalotta
Sydel Fernandez
Varuni Murugadasan
Samin Abdekhodaee

 PROJECT COORDINATORS, VOLUNTEERS AND ADMINISTRATION TEAM  

AND A SPECIAL THANKS TO ALL THE 400+ VOLUNTEERS 

OUR SUPPORTERS



&
EX-DETAINEESRISESURVIVORS

REFUGEES

RISE is a Tax deductible organization and your financial 
support helps us to enable refugees to build new lives 
in Australia in which they can flourish and achieve their 

fullest potential. We operate with some of the most 
underserviced members of our society, and in areas 

which are grossly underserviced. To respond to this need, 
we need your financial support. 

To donate to RISE contact us on  
admin@riserefugee.org 

PH: (03) 9639 8623 

SUPPORTING RISE

All copyright  © Rise 2013


